If my neighbors had only been reconciled to the typical small rented house they might have missed the joy of building according to their own ideals. They would have paid their rent each month for half of a double house, for a tiny front porch, a narrow four foot entrance hall with its straight flight of stairs, a parlor by the side of the hall, back of that the dining-room, farther back the kitchen, and still farther back the tiny latticed porch.

"I know the type so well," sighed the mother in my neighbor's family after the second day of house hunting, "that if I opened the front door, blindfolded, I could go to any room of the house. We might perhaps be satisfied if only we could find a house in which the tunnel hall was five feet wide instead of four, or discover a five foot cupboard space instead of four, but that seems too much to ask of a rented house."

But my neighbors had to live somewhere, so at last, after diligent search, they found a little house 28x30 feet which was out of the domain of the commonplace, and in due time they moved in cheerily and arranged their belongings to the best of their ability. It was some-

Close View of the House Built for Comfort, what trying to find that the doors were so placed that they clashed, and that the windows were inserted in regard to appearance from the outside and not with any consideration of the disposal of furniture. The exclamation of visitors, "Such an artistic little house," undoubtedly helped them over a great many of the annoyances of living in that house, though all the time they were uncomfortably conscious of the fact that careless house-planning had added unnecessary steps to the work.

Then came a cold snap that froze all the pipes, and at the same time came a polite little note from the landlord wish-
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build a house 30 feet square that was planned to suit our family, than to rent the same sized house planned to suit some builder?" Then came the query, "What would be required for a home?" "Pipes placed where they won't freeze, wide living porches, big closets in every room, enough cupboards to hold dishes and household linen, fire place round which the family can gather, a convenient relation of rooms to facilitate work, proper ventilation, a garden, trees for shade and for fruit, flowers and a small place for chickens, comfort for every one of the family and beauty for the consideration of neighbors as well as ourselves."

The father of the family summed up the situation thus: "If we can embody our needs and wishes in a house where the interest we will have to pay on the investment would be no more than the rent for a house which does not suit us, should we not build. If it pays to build a house to rent to us (and surely it must, else landlords would not do it), it would pay us to build, even though we have to borrow nearly all the money. If we faithfully set aside each month what we would have to pay for rent, in a few years we would hold a deed instead of a large pile of rent receipts. Besides, a deed is a much more marketable possession."

So with high enthusiasm they began the joyous task of planning and building.
BIG VALUE FOR THE MONEY

Corbin hardware for moderate-priced houses has the same artistic merit, the same excellence of finish and the same attention to detail as the most expensive. It makes the use of poor hardware inexcusable. Ask your hardware dealer or write us for particulars.

P. & F. CORBIN
The American Hardware Corporation Successor
NEW BRITAIN, CTN.

NEW YORK  CHICAGO  PHILADELPHIA
**Sewage Disposal**

Eliminate The Cesspool With Its Foul Odors And Serious Health Menace.

**ATEN SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM**

Costs but very little, and can be installed by a novice. No technical knowledge required. Self operating at absolutely no expense.

Our booklet No. 1 tells how it works.

ATEN
SEWAGE DISPOSAL CO.
286 Fifth Ave  New York City

---

**Kelsey Health Heat**

*There are just two ways to get fresh air,*

*There’s the cold, shivering outdoor way,
And there’s the warm, comfy, Kelsey way.*

*The outdoor way has its limitations. To bundle all up and trudge around the streets Win’er evenings ‘to get some fresh air’ might be all right once in a while, but it would hardly do for a steady diet.*

*Yet if there’s anything you vitally need for a steady diet—*it’s fresh air.*

Kelsey Health Heat is the happy solution. It ventilates while it heats. It supplies you with air just as fresh, just as full of health-giving oxygen, just as bracing as the outdoor air; because it is outdoor air mixed with just the healthful amount of moisture, and just the right amount of heat, to keep you warm and comfortable.

You can sit and read all evening, without that stuffy, noddy feeling that radiator heats, heating the same old oxygen-exhausted air over and over again, bring on in an hour or so. Furthermore, you can get more heat on less coal with Kelsey Health Heat than with any other heat—and we can prove it.

Our booklet—“Some Saving Sense on Heating”—is strong on these very proofs. Send for it.

---

**Fab-rick-o-na Interwovens**

*A New Line of Beautiful Woven Wall Coverings*

This newest addition to the famous Fab-rick-o-na line has met with unstinted praise and admiration.

Fab-rick-o-na Interwovens represent a rare combination of beauty, serviceableness, durability and economy. Individual tastes and decorative effects can be expressed with the wide variety of combinations of patterns and colors.

Like our other Fab-rick-o-na lines, they are sanitary, strong, crack-proof, and will not shrink and open at the seams. They add value to any house or apartment.

To appreciate their full beauty and quality, they must be seen.

Send for samples. Our service department will help you with your decorating problems and put you in touch with dealers in your own city.

H. B. WIGGIN’S SONS CO.
386 Arch Street  Bloomfield, N. J.

---

**CRAFTSMAN ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT**

“Headaches—How Prevented”

What is more exhausting than headache? Yet—a headache is “only a symptom.” It is in the conditions back of headaches—the conditions by which headaches are caused—that the real danger lies.

High blood pressure, auto-intoxication, eye-strain and worse disorders are causes of headaches. To get rid of headaches, “Headaches who has

---

**GOOD HEALTH PUBLISHING CO.**

5012 Washington St, Battle Creek, Mich.

Send for “The Headache Book” I will return it in five days or send for you $1.25.

(In your name and address in the margin.)

---

**The Kelsey Warm Air Generator**

239 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
New York 103-J Park Ave, 2767-J Lincoln Ave.
Detroit 90-J Builders Exchange Boston 400-J P. O. Square Bldg.
They needed courage, for their knowledge was small. They knew that the cheapest form of a house was square, also that for economy’s sake there should be but one chimney, and that the bath-room should be situated in such relation to the kitchen that but one system of plumbing for supply and drainage would be required. They pored over books of house plans and studied the house building magazines, eventually drawing their own plans. They learned how to draw them to scale, and took just pride in seeing their own blue-prints. They selected a lot within commuting distance of the city and at the edge of a grove, for they loved trees. Because they built in the woods, and the nearby fields were full of stone, they made their house of wood and of field stones, carefully selecting those covered with lichens and weathered with age. Thus
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Second Floor Plan

would not supply all the needs of the family, despite the help of the sleeping porch, so they extended the house to include a third story for they found out that the cost of the building lay largely in foundation and roof, and that an extra story added little to the expense. A broad dormer gave head-room for the third story stairs, while long, low windows insured proper ventilation. The chimney passing through one of the third story rooms was widened out to form a tiny fireplace built of common brick, rough side out, and pointed up with black. "As I was musing, the fire burned," runs the legend above the black mantel shelf.

They were very doubtful of that third story, fearing that their little house would look ungainly. They laid the alternate course of shingles double to reduce the apparent height, producing an effect of horizontal lines. The long lines of the house, the stone first story and the dark stained shingles, all contributed to creating a low effect, so that people entering the house were surprised to find that it was a three story building. By this careful attention to appearance their home did not look out of harmony with the bungalows on either side.

This house is a perfect example of the satisfaction that comes to people when a just relation between the outer and inner life has been achieved. All the writers of home building agree that a home should be an expression of the people who live in it, else there never will be harmony or comfort. Every individual has a different need. No architect can know exactly what that need is to bring about their ideal of convenient living. The old Italian poet, Ariosto, has said a thing that has been widely quoted because so true, "Small is my humble roof, but well designed to suit the temper of the master's mind." "To suit the temper of the master's mind" is exactly what every one would like to achieve in home building, but few are able.

This house of my neighbor's was built to embody their needs as scientifically as a colony of wasps create their series of combs to accommodate all the members of their family. Each individual member of my neighbor's family has his or her own room, large or small according to their importance, each room in natural relation to the other members of the family; also each room is developed in the color most approved of, and the furniture arranged according to his or her idea of convenience.

There are outdoor rooms for those who like to look at the stars, to watch the sun rise or to be soothed by the sound of the wind in the tree tops, and there are bedrooms snugly enclosed from all outside disturbances—if such wonderful sights and sounds could be called disturbances. There is no pleasure in the world so great as the building of a home, even though at times the flower of joy seems possessed of thorns.
Bay State "Agatex"

Makes Better Cement Floors

Rough cement floors have a tendency to be damp, to dust and to wear away unevenly. Dampness and dust are detrimental to health and comfort and to the room's contents. These drawbacks are easily overcome by using Bay State "Agatex."

This is a cement floor filler which is wearproof, dustproof, oilproof and waterproof. Easy to apply and economical. One gallon will coat 400 to 450 square feet on floors of ordinary texture and condition. Bay State "Agatex" is extremely long wearing.

Write for circular giving detailed information about Bay State Agatex.

New York Office: Architects' Bldg.

Planning a Home?

Consult my NEW BUNGALOW BOOK

Compiled and written by a man of experience and reputation. Illustrated with exterior and interior photos, plans, sizes of rooms, cost, etc. Shows the cream of 1000 pretty, distinctive, practical BUNGALOWS, actually built for $300 to $1000, suited to any climate. Get this largest exclusive bungalow book, 112 pages of invaluable building suggestions. Price...

Smaller edition of same only 50c. Send check, money order or stamps. Money back if not satisfactory. JUD YOHO, The Bungalow Craftsman, 110 Bungalow Building, Seattle, Wash.

 Beautify Furniture

Protect Floors and Floor Coverings from Injury by using

Glass Onward Sliding Furniture Shoe

in place of castors. If your dealer will not supply you, write us.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
Menasha, Wis. Kitchener, Ont.

Going to Atlantic City?

Stop at the St. Charles

Directly on the Boardwalk

GOLDSMITHS
CRAFT WORKERS
Material and Findings
IN GOLD AND SILVER

Write for Catalog
HERPERS BROS.
New York City and Newark, N. J.
Imperial German Tiles
were used on the roof of this pretty home. A Tile Roof has every point of superiority in its favor. Architectural beauty, perfect protection from fire, leaks, moisture and weather changes — wonderful durability without repairs, and therefore eventual economy.

Our illustrated booklet, "The Roof Beautiful," in color is sent free to any prospective builder upon request.

Ludowici-Celadon Co.
Mfrs. of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles
General Office
1114-1124 Monroe Bldg.
Chicago, Ill.

THE THEATRE

THE ONE MAGAZINE
devoted to the Art, the Literature, the Mechanics of the Drama. The Theatre Magazine has been for sixteen years a text book of the American Stage.

WOULD YOU

like two seats in the fourth row center for the year's big successes? A pass to the sacred greenrooms of Broadway? Your pick of the intimate photographs of America's most beloved stars? THE THEATRE rolls all these charms into one.

SUBSCRIBE NOW. Use the coupon and get the Christmas Number free.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
6 East 39th Street  —  New York
35c. the copy   $3.50 the year

BETTER FIREPLACES
Are Secured Where Stover Fixtures Are Used

These views show the popular No. 165 style dome damper which is so convenient to operate and which contractors like to use, as it saves them time and work.

Catalog No. 1590 is now ready and will be sent to anyone interested in fireplaces, who will send in attached coupon. It shows a modern line of dampers, ash dumps, auditors, fire sets, baskets, screens, firewood holders, gas logs, etc.

We also make builders' hardware, household hardware, wind mills, feed mills, all sorts cutters and gasoline engines.

STOVER MFG. & ENGINE CO.
FREEPORT, ILL.

Kindly mention The Craftsman
10 a